Travel to India with us!
Rajasthan Travel service have been successfully running tours to the Indian subcontinent for the past
decade, we understand what it takes to run tours in a culturally diverse country like India and pride
ourselves in being real experts in the field. In addition to our ever popular group tours, we retain a solid
reputation for creating tailor-made holidays and short breaks to the furthest reaches of the sub-continent.
Our experienced international team have travelled extensively throughout the sub-continent and it is this
first hand knowledge that enables us to run professional tours that cater to the needs of visitors from the
West. We take pride in being able to offer you an authentic travel experiences and revealing the true
pulse of India.
We believe the best way to experience a country is through the eyes of the local people and all our tours
are lead by local English speaking tour leaders.
We have created well planned tours based on years of research and experience and we ensure that all
our tour hotels and support services are regularly inspected.
Here are our top 10 reasons to travel to the Indian Subcontinent with us!












We deliver what we promise - read what our travellers say
Specialist guides at all local sights & qualified tour leaders.
Great accommodation! 3 - 4 star hotels and heritage properties on group tours and your personal
choice for tailor-made itineraries
All our itineraries offer a balanced mix of touring with free time to explore on your own
All our tours include entrance fees to Taj Mahal, Jaipur City Palace and Jantar Mantar
Honestly priced tours without compromising the quality of our service
No mandatory single supplements on all group tours. We can try to match you with a fellow single
traveller of the same sex, subject to there being another solo traveller already booked on the tour you
are wishing to join.
Fully flexible - add on extra nights or combine a number of tours or bolt-ons or short stays
together.
Eco-friendly travel - Sound environmental policy
We're Triple-A bonded ... so travel assured, it’s safe to make payment and travel with us! (further
details below)

